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● Want to know who rings my doorbell when I am not at home:
○ Mailman (that’s what we all hope for but it never happens!)
○ Burglars
○ Unicorns

Motivation

(Don’t) try this at home!

!
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● Elcom VSU-110 video adapter and EasyCAP 
STK1160 to grab the signal on Linux.

● Shell script with some magic:
○ mencoder/ffmpeg detect if the video signal is 

empty (gray)
○ prowl sends a notification to my iPhone
○ scp pushes the last picture to a password 

protected link
○ Planned to do a presence check of myself...

Solution
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It works … for me and all neighbors m)
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Contacting the support

● Asked them if I really need to couple that system to my doorbell signal in addition…
● Answered next business day.
● It’s a feature!

Sehr geehrte Frau Classen,

das ist das gewünschte Verhalten des Umsetzers 
Eine andere Möglichkeit gibt es leider nicht.

Mit freundlichen Grüßen
...

Technische Anwendungsberatung
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● No matter if the door was opened, the video stream always lasts 3 ½ minutes.
● Did not try this, but it is likely that a faked signal can trigger a new video.
● House entrance camera technically becomes a surveillance camera with this.

● Recent cases in Germany declare door communication systems with camera legal 
because:
○ The person ringing is aware of the camera.
○ Time is limited to 1 minute and extending it requires an expert. If you do not 

want to be seen just wait a minute if you saw someone else ringing before.
○ Videos are not recorded.

Nobody will notice illegal usage… always consider those cameras 
surveilling you!

Legal implications
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Q&A

Dissecting Broadcom Bluetooth
Day 4, Adams, 14:30


